
A-RÂ-MU
Lemurian Essence

Anointing Solar Oil Perfume

“See and experience life beyond image,
Such is the experience of unity.

Outside of self, no god.
Nothing is achieved through separation.

Nothing to do, nothing to seek, just let it emerge....
The heart of the matter is light, transparency, deliverance... LOVE”

Myrha

A-RÂ-MU Lemurian Essence,  anointing  Solar  oil,  born  on the full  moon of  September
2013, is the completely natural, crystalline olfactory fruit achieved , following the writing of the

first two books of  “L’Envol de la ŠerpenTerre: La Rédemption”, though a process of
multidimensional opening/meditation/blossoming.
This  process although personal,  is  in  phase with the galactic  transformation-mutation that  is
presently taking place on earth. This transformation is the responsibility of all  human beings,
whether or not we are conscious participants.
This time of mutation we are all  living in is called Ascension or Apocalypse and is a time of
Revelation. Ascension to....? Revelation of...?
Ascension is nothing if  not TOTAL acceptance, without holding onto our material incarnation,
which will allow us, though Transparency, to discover and live the Revelation of our true Nature:
Love Light. Transparency allows the Illuminated living of this Truth.
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We now have the possibility of consciously living the emergence of the Primordial Earth through
the Crystal Womb-Matrix; the earth is living this, our very beings are living this and the galaxy is
living this.
This is the resurgence of the original  Golden-age of  Lemuria and Atlantis , which is coded within
the earth’s crystals and coded within our DNA-RNA;  enabling the return to an age  “pre dating”
the ceasing of  3D time-space, “pre-dating” our Divine Creator-Magician beings that identify with
the film of their creation and “pre-dating”  the perversions ensuing from egocentricity. 

 “For where the beginning is, there will the end be.
 Blessed is he who will take his place in the beginning; he will know the end and
will not experience death.” Gospel of Thomas 18 Codex 2 Nag Hammadi

As with each “Huile Consolatrice ADEVAYA”,  this oil-scent  is Light  Technology linked
more than ever to the sacred art of anointing; created to act as a dimensional gateway between
the 3D material dimension and the Crystal-Earth of the 5 th dimension, this oil activates in our
beings our divine qualities to also become Dimensional Gateways. This is a state not lesser than

the state of Christic Being. “I am the gateway....” (Yeshoua)

Holographic and fractal elaboration, similar to the holographic Light-Technology of our body's 3D
and multidimensional incarnations, constructs the nature of Crystal A-RÂ-MU.
This crystal-elaboration allows us, through our interaction with Scent, to Work with the First Light-
Intelligence,  LOVE,  in  order  that  our  True  Nature  can  regulate  all  distortions  in  our  crystal
morphogenetic field; each of us, through our Transparency, are responsible for the emergence of
the Primordial Crystal-Earth.
A-RÂ-MU, in  accordance with  the same essence of  anointing,  produces an activation of  the
pineal gland when used, while anchoring ourselves in the Presence of Zero Point. (see Book 2 :
La Matrice, La Magie Matricielle) Helping us return to being Conscious creative pilots, no longer
acquiescent to this Space-Time. 
Rediscovering the energetic Autonomy of our Unified state of being is a path to Reunification and
of Eternity where the Being evolves between the sensualistic and the Conscious: this Perfume,
through the sensual practice of Presence in the moment liberates Joy, Ecstasy, Creativity, Magic
and spontaneity: this is shining Transparency of our true selves.
The quality of our relationship with other beings and the world depends on our relational clarity
with ourselves; our capacity to Love is dependant on us loving ourselves.

Action:
The high concentration of precious and aromatic essential oils, at 22%, the precise composition

of the olfactory bouquet and it's process of elaboration-activation, make A-RÂ-MU Lemurian
Essence an exceptional perfume which allows Transparency and Reliance to be lived. These
factors also create a deep physiological psycho-energetic action, through the olfactory senses
and absorption through the skin.

This is a resonating key to rediscovery of energetic autonomy through dynamically balancing and
reconciling opposition, on the physical,  emotional and spiritual planes. Rebalancing conscious
and unconscious, rational and irrational, masculine and feminine, action and inaction. Interior and
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exterior, cosmic and telluric..... Therefore a perfume of Anchoring and Alignment that incites us to
return to the Essential.

A-RÂ-MU Lemurian Essence is not lived like other perfumes, it's presence is not created
though artificially fixed aroma that creates an exterior perfume, once the olfactory experience
diminishes the resonance is directed inwards. The synthesis of opposites is also realized though

A-RÂ-MU Lemurian Essence's unifying action on the left and right sides of the brain: therefore
rational thought creative thought and feelings can be attuned. The two hemispheres of the brain
will work at the same frequency; no longer in discord but able to work in a synchronous manner.
This harmonious vibration activates the pineal gland, anointing gland of the Light Technologies of
our bodies, and has a reverberation in the activation in our DNA-RNA crystal codes of the Golden
Age  of  Lemurian.  Synchronization  of  the  hemispheres  of  the  brain  brings  the  reunification
necessary for living Transparency.

A-RÂ-MU  Lemurian  Essence is  a  therapeutic  perfume  that  works  on  balance  and
meditation. This perfume allows us to be in the moment , according us the ideal conditions for
Living; Men and Women, anchored between heaven and earth and associated in the work of
Creation.  Returning  us  to  Essence  and  inner  peace.  Giving  us  back  Universal  (Collective)
Consciousness through our unity, helping us to regain security and confidence in life.

A-RÂ-MU  Lemurian Essence is the perfume of self fulfillment;  Transparency allows our
Light Nature to shine forth with less and less interference.

“Being to create, and no longer doing to Be”; such is the devise of A-RÂ-MU and the
devise of the Divine Creator Magicians that we are.

It's  key words?
Presence-Transparency-Autonomy-Crystal-Multidimensional-Anchoring-Innocence-Spontaneity 

How to use?
Listen attentively... Let yourself be guided, by your senses, by your intuition, as you get to know 
A-RÂ-MU. Listen to your dreams when you wear it while sleeping, watch synchronization emerge
in your life; let images come to you as you meditate in the olfactory Presence of it's bouquet....
listen  to  the  sensations  of  your  body,  be  Present  in  your  Breath;  little  by  little  a  New
Consciousness of perception is put in place.
It's actions are deeply physical, at once energizing, psycho-affective, all this in connection to the
multidimensional plane, let your self be guided to the precise parts of the body that call out for it
to be used there. Through your interaction with A-RÂ-MU and through the very matter of your
body, you will arrive at your own Crystal discovery. Little by little let your true Love-Light nature
emerge though the Transparency allowed and bit by bit become  emboldened . If emotions well-
up, it is due to a re-circulation of stagnant energies, which have been creating obstacles to Flux
and Transparency.

A-RÂ-MU unlocks, clarifies, simplifies, breathes the pulse and rhythm of life into the places in us
impregnated with and locked in the past; it is dance and Transparency in the density of MATTER.
Resonating with the primordial Child within, A-RÂ-MU calls us to creativity and play;  allowing
these qualities, of the multidimensional Child that resides in the enchanted elfin worlds of the
Primordial Crystal Earth, to emerge, rendering our innocent souls capable of re-enchanting this
World.
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“...‘Truly I tell you, unless you change and become like children, you will never
enter the kingdom of heaven.” (Matt. 18.3-4)
"Let the children come to me! Don't try to stop them. People who are like these
little children belong to the kingdom of God. I promise you that you cannot get
into God's kingdom, unless you accept it the way a child does."  (Marc 10.14-15)

A-RÂ-MU is,  also,  a perfume elaborated to enable  work/connection  with  crystals  and crystal
skulls  through  the  tuning/resonance  between  our  own  crystal  structure  and  that  of  crystals,
crystal skulls, and the Primordial  Crystal Earth of the 5th

 
dimension. Be creative....  A-RÂ-MU

guilds your ability to interact with the divine beings of the crystalline world.

I know, thought regular practice, that crystal skulls in particular appreciate being anointed and

massaged with the  Huiles Consolatrices Adevaya ;  A-RÂ-MU is a perfume-oil  that has
been elaborated with this precise intention.

A-RÂ-MU  Lemurian  Essence synergistically  complements  all  the  other  Huile
Consolatrice ADEVAYA. It  can be used to balance the following nervous and emotional
conditions:  instability,  sadness,  melancholy,  aggression,  nervousness,  irritability,  depression,
sleep problems and stress. As these states of being are signs of miss-alignment/anchorage and
non reliance on the Source. Simply use before, meditation, prayer, sexual relations and all other
sacred acts requiring Presence and Transparency. (This should be with every breath....:-))
This perfume can accompany you at any time during everyday life, and can be used easily at any
moment when you feel the need. (with your family, in meetings, in the car, of an evening....)

Advice for use:
As a therapeutic perfume, Perfume of consciousness: used on the temples, pulse points and
plexuses. Massage in the heart region, solar plexus and diaphragm to transform feelings of guilt.
Olfactory-therapy:  inhaling the vapors direct from the bottle is a very effective route (ideal for
children). Alternatively put a drop onto two cotton buds and place gently at the entrance of the
nostril and breathe calmly.
In nasal reflexology: seek a confirmed practitioner who would be able to use the oil at a ratio of
one drop of perfume to one drop of base oil.
In auricular therapy: place a few drops of oil on a small piece of cotton wool and place in the
outside of the ear above the hearing channel (children should be supervised).

For all clarification relative to Light-Technologies and Anointing, please consult the texts of my
books, especially Book 2: La Matrice. (Existing only in French language)

Composition :
The essential oils used in the composition of A-RÂ-MU come, exclusively , from Madagascan
flora, some of which are rare and little known, such as Herb of the Kings which grows only in the
distinctive ecosystem of this island.
Madagascar, re-emerged Lemurian island situated in the Indian Ocean, transmits to its endemic
flora the vibrations and Memory of the Original Earth that predates the perversions allowed by
the Game of duality.
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A-RÂ-MU is a synergy of aromatic oils at a concentration of 22%, energized in accordance with

the same holographic and fractal process used in all  “Huile Consolatrice ADEVAYA”.
The distinct actions of the different oils depend on the quantitative effect of the formula activated
through this process. This Light-Technology is appropriate to our Light-Conscious human bodies.

Head Note: Butterfly Ginger, Manigette  (Aframomum melegueta or grain of paradise).
Heart Note: Herb of the King (Pterocaulon decurrens), Saro, Iary, Famonty, Tagetes.
Base note: Vétiver, Vanilla, Ylang Ylang.
Alchemical  preparation "Accomplished"  on the full  moon and informed by "DEVA"  energy of
minerals and plants. Alchemical manufacturing anointing process ADEVAYA.
Virgin  vegetable  oils,  first  cold  pressed  quality  "organic"  and  essential  oils  of  controlled
production. Organic quality, or Wild.

 

© Tous droits réservés Adevaya
MYRHA-Françoise Leskens

Domaine de Barberousse - 09300 Bénaix - Tel. : 05 61 01 18 02
Site Internet : www.onction-adevaya.com

E.mail : contact@onction-adevaya.com
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